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The Myth 

of TINA 



THERE 

IS NO 

ALTERNATIVE 



The ‘New Treasury’ View  

  

• The commitment to balanced 

budgets 

• No coherent growth strategy 



Deficit Reduction 

Growth 



The New Treasury View 

"You will hear those arguing that we should 

abandon our plan and spend and borrow our 

way out of debt...You hear that argument again 

today. …A credible plan to deal with our debts 

is an anchor of stability and a prerequisite of 

recovery.” 

George Osborne 

 



"The Treasury view ... is that when the Government 

borrow[s] in the money market it becomes a new 

competitor with industry and engrosses to itself 

resources which would otherwise have been employed 

by private enterprise, and in the process raises the rent 

of money to all who have need of it”  

(Churchill 1929, cc.53). 



  

 

 

 

Keynes was scathing about Churchill: 

`Why did he do such a silly thing? Partly, perhaps, 

because he has no instinctive judgment to prevent him 

from making mistakes; partly because, lacking this 

instinctive judgment, he was deafened by the 

clamorous voices of conventional finance; and, most of 

all, because he was gravely misled by his experts.’ 

(Keynes 1925: 10) 



 “Nobody told 

us we could do 

that”  



Deficit Reduction 

Growth 
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 The  

‘Greek Veil’ 





UK National debt as a percentage of GDP, 

1900–2010  

King L et al. Camb. J. Econ. 2012;36:1-15 
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“Governments do 

not generate 

growth, the private 

sector does.” 



UK Government Spending, 2011-12 

Source: HM Treasury, Budget, 2011 



Developing New Ideas 

‘How many people know that the algorithm that led to 

Google’s success was funded by a public sector 

National Science Foundation grant? Or that molecular 

antibodies, which provided the foundation for 

biotechnology before venture capital moved into the 

sector, were discovered in public Medical Research 

Council (MRC) labs in the UK? Or that many of the 

most innovative young companies in the USA were 

funded not by private venture capital but by public 

venture capital such as through the Small Business 

Innovation Research (SBIR) programme?’ 

Mariana Mazzucato, The Entrepreneurial State, p.19 
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The Need For 

Bold Policies Not 

Bold 

Appointments 



Ways Forward 

• A return to demand management 

• Develop new form of regulation 



Keynes on Financial Regulation 

 

‘When the capital 

development of a country 

becomes the by-product of a 

casino, the job is likely to be ill 

done.' 

 

 

 



Ways Forward 

• A return to demand management 

• Develop new form of regulation 

• Invest in infrastructure and new ideas  



Government Budget Outlays on Research and 

Development (weighted by size of country), 2007=100 

Source: OECD and NESTA  
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 Dismal Prospects 



GDP projections (source: Bank of England,  

November 2012) 



GDP projections (source: Bank of England, 

November 2010) 
 



GDP projections (source: Bank of England, 

August 2007) 

 



2007 2010 2012 



No Return to 

Business as 

Normal 
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